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Sätila of Sweden cookiepolicy 
 
Sätila of Sweden AB's website uses cookies. Every visitor to our website receives a clear note on how we use 
cookies, read about the note below in the section "Cookie note".  
 
It is important that you read through the entire cookie policy before clicking on our website. By clicking further on 
the website you agree to everything in this policy. 

 
Other policys 

Please also read our privacy policy as well as our general terms and conditions of purchase to which there are 
references in this document. 
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Terms used in this policy 
 
Here are a number of concepts you should be familiar with before continuing to read through this policy: 
 
… the term we, our, Sätila, Sätila of Sweden has the same meaning as Sätila of Sweden AB. 
… the term browser, which refers example to Google, Chrome, Internet Explorer, Firefox and Safari etc. 
… the term unit, which refers to computer, tablet or cellphone. 
… the term website, site, page, homepage etc, has the same meaning and refers to Sätila of Sweden AB:s website. 

 
About cookies 
Sätila uses so-called cookies on our website which has several purposes, the most important is to keep the website 
live and functioning. 
 
A cookie is a data file with text stored in your browser or on your device. In addition to cookies used for the 
purpose of keeping the website alive, we also use cookies to measure the traffic on our website and for statistics 
but this only if you approve our cookie note. 
 
Two types of cookies 
There are two different types of cookies, permanent cookies and session cookies, both of which are used for 
different purposes - some of which are necessary, which usually include setting and unclassified cookies, or for 
analysis and statistics, while others are used for marketing. 
 
Permanent cookies; is stored as a file on your device for a certain amount of time until you, or the server that sent 
them, deletes them. 
 
Session cookie; is temporarily stored and disappears when you close your browser 
 
First- and third-party cookies 
A cookie can be set as a first-party cookie or a third-party cookie. First-party cookies are cookies set by us who own 
this site. Third-party cookies are set by another site and are not under our control. Their content may also change 
after the decision of the integration owner. 

 
Cookie note 
Every visitor to our website receives a cookie note that informs briefly how we use cookies.  
 
I have not received a cookie note? 
 
If you believe that you have not received a notice regarding this, it may be because you have already approved or 
rejected our cookie note earlier. Then the note will not appear again until 365 days unless you clear the cookies 
and its settings in your browser. Note that this action resets your selections for all cookies on the Web. Read below 
on how to clear cookies in your browser in the section "Delete already downloaded and existing cookies from the 
browser". Please visit our page again after you have made sure that you have carefully completed what is 
described above. If you still do not receive any cookie notes, contact us at satila@satila.com. 
 
When you click approve or tick the box to close 
By clicking on the "Accept" button in our cookie note, you activate and allow us to place marketing and analysis 
cookies on your browser and device. If you click on the cross, you decline our use of the above cookies and we do 
not place any on your browser or device. However, regardless of whether you approve or decline marketing and 
analysis cookies, we will place the necessary cookies on your browser and device. You accept this by using only our 
website which is clearly described in our cookie note. 
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Motivating necessary cookies without approval 
We must use the necessary cookies to keep our website alive and functioning. If you have any comments on this, 
you are welcome to contact us. 

 
How we use cookies 
We use cookies to offer you our site in the best possible way. This is based on your expectations of being able to 
use our website and that what we offer through it should work flawlessly. The general function of our website 
therefore requires certain specific cookies. Examples of specific uses are among other things to support several 
simultaneous visitors to the website and identify each one so that the visit experience becomes unique and 
customized. They are also used to make the shopping cart and checkout function flawless, smart and to act quickly. 
 
In addition to these necessary cookies, the remaining cookies are used in specific situations such as gathering 
information about the number of visitors to the websites and to obtain information about how our website pages 
are used and how we can improve them. This information enables us to develop and optimize our website. Finally, 
cookies are used by us for marketing purposes. As mentioned above, you can either approve or reject these 
remaining cookies in our cookie note - for more information on the note, read the section "Cookie note". 
 

Information we receive through cookies 
The information we collect through cookies is technical data and technical information. What this means is we 
explain more thoroughly in our privacy policy under the section "Concepts used in the policy". 

 
Tools that is used  
 
Google Analytics 
Google Analytics is an analysis tool where we can gain insight into how our site is used through statistics that have 
been generated based on the information in the cookies we use for the purpose. 
  
The information mentioned above under the section "The information we obtain through cookies" is passed on to 
and stored by Google Inc. on servers in the United States. Google may transfer this information to third parties if 
required by law or in the event that a third party processes the information on Google's behalf and instructions. 
Google manages the information at an aggregated level using unidentified or pseudonymized data, without any 
connection to you as an individual, and used for statistics. Google Analytics does this by, for example, truncating 
(deleting) the last digits of a specific IP address before storing the data with Google. We have set up Google 
Analytics, which means that the information is only uploaded against Google Analytics when approval is given in 
our cookie note. 
 
Social network 
Our website contains embedded content from social networks, such as Facebook, Instagram, Youtube and 
Mailchimp. These providers may therefore use cookies on our website to see how our visitors interact with the 
embedded content (s) on our website. We do not have access to, and cannot control over, these cookies or the 
information they collect. You should check the policies of the relevant third parties for further information about 
these cookies and how to opt out of receiving them. 
 
Read more about Facebook through this link: https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/  
 
Read more about Instagram through this link: https://help.instagram.com/ 
 
Read more about Youtube through this link: https://www.youtube.com/intl/en/yt/about/policies/#community-
guidelines  
 
Read more about Mailchimp through this link: https://mailchimp.com/legal/  
 
Contact us if you have any questions or concerns about this at satila@satila.com. 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/
https://help.instagram.com/
https://www.youtube.com/intl/en/yt/about/policies/#community-guidelines
https://www.youtube.com/intl/en/yt/about/policies/#community-guidelines
https://mailchimp.com/legal/
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I don’t want to have cookies! 
 
All browsers are different, but most (with the latest update) have the default setting to allow cookies to be stored. 
 
Manage cookie settings 
Before we take the step in explaining how to get rid of cookies, there are two features that may be more 
appropriate, namely to get a warning from your browser each time you visit a website that uses cookies or to 
reject or manage specific cookies. 
 
Most websites have more or less the same approach to managing cookie settings. With that said, you will probably 
get use of the instructions below. If this is not the case, contact us and we will help you. 
 
1. Start by looking up a menu called, in the style of, "Tools" or "Settings".  
2. Then look further for a menu called, in the style of, "Integrity / Privacy / Security" or a corresponding icon that 

can be interpreted according to the concepts. If you find this menu, you can skip the third step.  
3. Didn't find the menu? Look for a menu that should be called something like "Alternative" instead, and then 

look for the "Privacy section". Then look for "Content" or "Cookie settings".  
4. In this menu you can now select and change how cookies should work or be placed on your browser or device. 

For detailed cookie settings, there should be an advanced tab where you are.  
5. After selecting your desired settings, save and close the current window. Restart the browser and the changes 

have been applied. 
 
Remove already downloaded and existing cookies from the browser 
 
Follow step 1, 2 and 3 above under ”Manage cookie settings”. 
 
1. The next step is to look up "Delete cookies and website data / browsing history" or something similar.  
2. You should now be able to remove all or specific cookies according to your wishes, using the instructions 

above. You may also want to delete your web history, download history, and clear your browser's cache. You 
can do it anywhere in the same place where you are.  

3. Once you have erased everything unwanted, save and close the current window. Restart your browser and the 
unwanted items have been removed. 

 
If you choose to disable cookies, you may miss several benefits on our site. Included, for example, is our web shop 
that does not work without some necessary cookies. The website will probably not perform as well in its entirety as 
you expect. 
 

Other information 
 
If there are things in this policy that you would like to comment on, or have questions and / or concerns about the 
cookie note, the policy in general or the handling and / or removal of cookies, please contact us or see if you can 
find the answer by consulting only in The Help section of your browser. There is also a website you can take help 
from that describes in detail about all valid cookies. 
 
Visit website here: https://pts.se/sv/privat/internet/integritet/kakor-cookies/  
We appreciate that we can refer to the organization PTS website with their guidance for cookies and information 
about it in general. 
 
If you would like to contact us the easiest way is via email at: satila@satila.com or to phone  
office at +46301 22330. 

 
 

https://pts.se/sv/privat/internet/integritet/kakor-cookies/
mailto:satila@satila.com

